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Teaching Statement  

 
“Just as diverse humans share skeletons that are almost indistinguishable, we have learned that these diverse 

maps follow a common blueprint. A string of recent breathtaking discoveries has forced us to acknowledge that 

amazingly simple and far-reaching natural laws govern the structure and evolution of all the complex networks 

that surround us.” (Barabási, Scale-Free Networks. Scientific American, 2003) 

 

Surrounding the new millennium, theories proposing far-reaching and simple laws 

that reveal hidden structures of complex networks became popularized through ideas 

such as scale-free networks. For us as musicians, this exciting breakthrough showed 

that scale-free concepts may be applied to understanding and even generating music 

composition. In our composition courses, when we begin to study recent trends, the 

general influence of science on art becomes prominent. When we think about 

spectralism, the students study models of voice science noting how acoustic power, 

source, resonator and articulation combine to form sound and sentences. These are 

explored not only in lectures, but in demonstrations, simulations and experiments, 

such as with the singing synthesis module by Perry Cook. As we continue to expand 

our vocabulary into modern performance techniques, the importance of mechanical 

nonlinearity unlocks those exciting multivariant sounds and sources which form a 

dominant role in much modern music. By extension, we begin to apply our knowledge 

from voice into winds, brass and strings. We learn that each instrument has unique 

nonlinear properties, which are elicited by scaling robust, individual parameters 

between minimal and maximal values in order to decouple one or more elements from 

ordinario. The results are sometimes conventionally unmusical, and collectively, we 

question how such sounds can be used as carriers of a musical argument. How do the 

grotesque qualities, the theatricality and indeed the choreography of such unusual 

gestural noise affect the way the listener understands the composition? 

 

My composition courses run on two parallel tracks during each semester. First, I work 

with students to develop their creativity and skill within composition by engaging 

technical and/or formal stimuli, such as following tendencies of the loosely atonal 

period of the latter 19
th

 and early 20
th

 centuries. I ask them to delight in the process of 

exploring the materials before them and to write with a sense of curiosity and nuance 

and to avoid simply writing exercises. Second, we listen to and discuss developments 

in recent music from historically important centers such as IRCAM and Darmstadt, as 

well as becoming familiar with current festivals and prominent ensembles. In our 

discussions we consider the composer’s biography, the history and culture of the 

period during which the composition was written. I find that critical sonic analysis 

centers and sharpens student’s thinking for any theoretical approach they might 



ultimately choose. Furthermore, direct engagement with the rich musical landscape 

enables a student to compare their capacity for growth without relying too heavily on 

textual criticism; thus enabling sonic-based distinctions to reduce the cognitive load in 

order to free up the limited capacity of the short-term working memory. They learn to 

think more critically about sound, to listen more attentively and to ask fruitful 

questions. In so doing, they are becoming the subjects of their own learning – their 

own best/worst critic; they are finding their own (critically) creative voice. 

 

In all of my teaching I integrate elements of psychoacoustics in order to supplement 

the practice of music creativity. For example, research on the acoustics, physiology 

and psychology of specific instruments may help students to make full use of the 

sonic and expressive possibilities of their instrument and to understand its limitations. 

Likewise, general research on efficient performance practice and motivation may help 

students to optimize their rehearsal time. In my experience, this connection between 

scholarly research and teaching become tightly intertwined that offers a meaningful 

continuity between practice and theory. 

 

My students have produced successful outputs such as those having received 

recognition for their compositions and performances; while research students have 

engaged interesting thesis projects that include: an audiology project focused on 

localization in blind and sighted persons; acoustics of the angklung and ukulele; 

timing characteristics in performance; investigation of singer’s formant in Chinese-

Malaysian Singers; overtone singing; subharmonics on the violin; stream segregation 

in perception; three-dimensional tracking of bowed string performance with sensors. 

 

My teaching integrates both creative and systematic research activities. I am 

recognized internationally as composer, researcher & pedagogue of voice, and my 

teaching directly reflects this activity. I’ve led students through compositional projects 

that integrate psychoacoustic study, and have directed thesis projects that focus on 

systematic and quantitative methodologies. Complementing both approaches, for the 

last twenty years I have directed contemporary vocal ensembles, including my current 

vocal group at the University of Malaya, Merle Noir. 

 

Whether teaching music in Europe, Asia or the United States, it is my students’ 

development of artistic and critical skills as understanding their role in a broad, global 

context; interpreting music composition in precise, reflective ways; pondering 

theoretical and historical details as culturally relevant and worthy of study; and asking 

pointed, insightful questions that drives my pedagogy in creative, theoretical and 

performance courses. When I reflect upon my methods and goals in teaching music, 

questions come to mind before answers. And the musical score/recording at hand, as it 

leads to meaningful inquiry and analysis of composition, literature, history and theory, 

consistently occupies a central position in my work in the classroom. 

 

 

 

 


